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Video scenario - Jean-David Delord

Now the drill bit can bite into that crack concrete. As that bit turns it expels the debris from the hole and drives steeper into the concrete almost like it was drilling ... 
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Video scenario: The hammer drill, the trigger switch, the hammer action selector, an electric motor, at the end of the motor shaft there is the first gear that is in contact with the second gear. Attached to the second gear, the chuck assembly and the drill bit. To understand how the hammer drill pierces wood and concrete just as easily, we’ve got to break it apart. Push that trigger switch and the motor starts. It can attain the speed of 27000 revolutions per minute. This rotary motion engages the first gear, a small gear that transmits the rotary motion to the much bigger second gear. Attached to the end of the second gear the chuck assembly now has enough force and enough speed to turn the drill bit. The drill bit is a knife. With the circular motion, its helicoidally shape also allows it to clear away the bits of debris. As it turns it pushes away the debris which climbs up the grooves until its remove from the hole. There is no way concrete can be cut the way wood is cut. The drill bit would wear away without even piercing it. To pierce concrete the drill must hit it to break it. Once it’s feeding with the drill bit for concrete, all its need is to engage the percussion mode, move the selector switch and that moves a plate with a hole on it. This movement aligns the hole with the second gears axis. The casing drops of a few fraction of an inch down onto the axis. The ridges at the back of the gear insert themselves into the ridges of the metallic plate above. Squeeze that trigger switch and the motor starts. That turns the first gear which turns the second gear. The ridges at the back of the second gear slide along the metallic plates ridges. This moves the casing away. That casing falls back violently push by the way of the drill operator. And it all happens over and over again. At maximum speed, that’s more than 43000 impacts per minute. A real jackhammer that cracks the concrete. Now the drill bit can bite into that crack concrete. As that bit turns it expels the debris from the hole and drives steeper into the concrete almost like it was drilling into the butter.
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Scenario Summary 

Feb 22, 2012 - No. of Attendees. 480 $B$4
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LÃ©o CARNAUT-DELORD 

Computer Science, Mathematics, & Physics courses. High School ... iPhone & iPad video game development. SAS BulkyPix ... 3D Render Engine. Virtual Life ...
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Scenario .fr 

High Commissioner on National Minorities of the Organization for Security and ... conflict and to communicate their needs and concerns, hopefully to lead to common .... Stalin accused Chechens of collaborating with the Nazis and deported all ... Russ
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Untitled - Michel Delord 

Apr 22, 1971 - about it, the french CNRS that "cannot support" the meeting .... ly send you my most enthusiastic thanks for your bright idea to stage a conference on 1 .... small group of American sci- rope would immediately lead to posms the ...
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Worst Case Scenario 

Data Computer. Solid IFR... ...with confidence. 616 245-7700 GRTAVIONICS. ... battery. This meter has a â€œzeroâ€� in the middle of the scale, with positive and negative ... at xmradio.com and are available only in the 48 contiguous United States.
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Trivium MathÃ©matique - Michel Delord 

Oct 19, 2002 - Calculer. âˆ« exp(âˆ’. âˆ‘. 1â‰¤iâ‰¤jâ‰¤n xixj)dx1 ...dxn. 19. DÃ©terminer la trajectoire d'un rayon lumineux dans un milieu d'indice de rÃ©fraction n(y) = y.
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scenario 2015 - Nielsen 

6Les Nations Unies ont dÃ©cidÃ© de proclamer la pÃ©riode de 10 ans commenÃ§ant au 1er janvier 2005 Â« DÃ©cennie pour l'Ã©ducation au service du dÃ©veloppement ...
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

C. Carwood Lipton (E Company /. 506th PIR). (...)As we reached the outskirts of. Carentan we started getting German rifle and machine gun fire. The houses.
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

Sunken lanes. The dirt roads (brown colour on the map) are very narrow sunken roads. Vehicles with a damage value of 10 or greater can get stuck using them, ...
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A Worst-Case Scenario 

ONE OF THE WORST-CASE situations we can encounter in aviation is ... The bad news is that they can be fatal, .... turned out to be just the right moveâ€”not.
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scenario par recompense golden globe du meilleur scenario oscar 

This particular Scenario Par Recompense Golden Globe Du Meilleur Scenario Oscar Du Meilleur Scenario Adapte. Oscar Du Meilleur Scenario Original PDF start with Introduction, Brief Session till the Index/Glossary page, look at the table of content for
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Contact MD-USA - Michel Delord 

the â€œ 3 cas d'Ã©galitÃ©s des trianglesâ€� - in English, I think, SSS, SAS and ASA congruence postulates - which indeed is unperfected in the absolute but largely ...
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Video Cameras We Support Video Drivers FireWire Video ... .fr 

Jan 27, 2009 - 1394 PYRO WebCam. FireWire 1394. ADS Tech. 1394 PYRO WebCam (API-200). FireWire 1394. ADS Tech. 1394 PYRO WebCam (API-203).
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

Fr. Francis Sampson, Catholic. Chaplain of the 501, learning that Frederick was probably the sole surviving son of his family, asked for having Sgt Niland sent ...
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Geometry and Imagination - Michel Delord 

In this book, it is our purpose to give a presentation of geometry, as it stands today, ... essence of mathematics without having to weight himself down under a ...
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

2nd LT Compton + Sgt Guarnere + Pvt Malarkey (2 x. SMG). Squad 2. Easy Company. Sgt Lipton + Pvt Ranney + Pvt Wyms + Pvt Lorraine. (2x SMG) + *TNT*.
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

Tanks have an especially hard time bursting through the hedgerows. Whenever a tracked vehicle tries to move through a hedgerow, roll a die. On a 1 or 2, the ...
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

Tanks have an especially hard time bursting through the hedgerows. Whenever a tracked vehicle tries to move through a hedgerow, roll a die. On a 1 or 2, the.
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BOLT ACTION â€“ HISTORICAL SCENARIO 

Guards with the support of a Sherman from the 1st. Armoured Battalion Coldstream Guards. The German platoons shall be taken from the 1944 â€“. Normandy ...
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Tektronix: Video Test > Video Glossary Part I 

This Glossary of Video Terms and Acronyms is a compilation of material gathered over time from numer- ous sources. It is provided "as-is" and in good faith, ...
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THE MATHEMATICS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES ... - Michel Delord 

we call its "mass" ; why not let this property itself be an element of the model? ... on what "mass" really is; we need merely give it certain properties in the model.
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Preamble History of skyscrapers - Jean-David Delord 

Two. in the middle of the 1800s made it possible to build modern skyscrapers. Before the industrial revolution brick and stone walls ______ the weight of ...
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Contact MD-USA - Michel Delord .fr 

Dec 4, 1997 - add the two numbers and add a zero at the end 3)you multiply the unit .... doubts about the fact that â€œmechanizationâ€� of calculus will become an ...
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Vaccination contre le PISA-Choc - Michel Delord 

17 fÃ©vr. 2014 - s'agit d'un outil plus puissant et donc obligatoirement plus abstrait, au moins au sens oÃ¹ il a un domaine de validitÃ© plus Ã©tendue. Mais la ...
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